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Gus Crystal Factory named in honor of its founder, the merchant Akim Maltsov, 
is a unique Russian factory of hand-made crystal glass. History of creation here 

of real masterpieces of decorative and applied art has counted 262 years. 

Each product is still done manually and mainly in a single copy.

The secrets of the old masters at the factory are carefully preserved, passed from 
generation to generation and developed taking into account the modern trends.

Modern technologies and the talent of factory specialists make it possible to embody 
the most creative ideas in crystal. Table sets, vases, works of art, interior objects are 
made of crystal decorated with cutting, engraving or painting. Currently palette 
includes more than 20 different colors of crystals.

The products of the Gus Crystal Factory are widely known and in demand. Products 
created at the plant, as well as their authors, are still awarded the highest awards of 
prestigious exhibitions.

The factory view in 1805,  
Gus-Khrustalny city
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Decorative vase “Princess”
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Decorative plate
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Flower vase “Hope”
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Fruit vase “Celebration”
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Whiskey tumblers, 350 ml
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Set of wine glasses “Tavern”, 250 ml
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Set of glasses “Tea”, 250 ml
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Carafes “Gleb”, big and small
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Whiskey tumblers, 350 ml
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Decorative item “Stone flower”
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Set of wine glasses “Lily”, 220 ml
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Set of glasses “Sphere”, 290 ml
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Decorative plate
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Set of tableware: Candy vase Monarch”/ Fruit vase “Space”/ 
Marshmallow vase “Space”/ Candy vase “Serenade”
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Set of tableware “Flame”
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Set of wine glasses “Arctic”, 280 ml
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Cocktail glasses “Arctic”, 300 ml
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Decorative vase “Lace”
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Set of tableware “Russian stone”: Vase with a leg “Eugene”, Vase 
“Eugene”, Candy vase “Lubava”, Carafe “Oval”, Whiskey tumblers 
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Set of tableware “Mazurka”: Fruit vase, Biscuit vase,  
Candy vase. Sugar vase “Amelie”
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Flower vase “Cascade”,  
big and medium 
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Fruit vase “Dragon”
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Set of wine glasses “Celebration”, 630 ml
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Decorative item “Egg”
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Set of wine glasses “Imperial”, 160 ml
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Decorative vase “Tradition”
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Flower vase “Rainbow”
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Flower vase “Rainbow”
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Flower vase “Rainbow”
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Flower vase “Imperial”
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Set of tableware “Flame”
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Set of cognac glasses, 350 ml
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Candy vase “Lubava”



Decorative set 
“Morocco”

Decorative set 
“Moscow city” Tableware set “Petrograd”



Liquor set “Nataly” with painting Decorative set “Branches”



Kalinina St., 28, Gus-Khrustalny, Vladimir region,  
601500, Vladimir region, Russia

  +7 (49241) 2-43-78

  usenko@ghz.ru

  @ghz.ru

  ghz.crystal

www.ghz.ru




